Lacrossemen Practice At The Coop Grounds

More Men Needed For The Team... Especially Fresh Team

Under the guidance of the new Tech coach, Tommy Tuboch, the lacrosse practice season is well under way. The squad is practicing every night at the Coop field both by shooting goals and by scrimmaging. The men certainly mix things up during these scrimmages in order to get in trim for the coming games.

The number of men now out for the team is insufficient to form a really satisfactory team with plenty of reserve power. This is especially true of the freshman team. More fresh men are necessary in order to form a yearling team. It is almost a certainty that if at least fifteen freshmen show up, there will be such a crop of good luck signs that we can recall was the policy of the Walcott bowlers in the dorm league this winter to put a silk hat atop their shells. The efficacy of this practice apparently diminished as the season wore on and a short while ago Walcottia, after dropping several points, discontinued their sign-making.

Speaking of bowling the final matches will be rolled in the dorm league tonight. The championship is still in doubt, with Bond having a 27-2 lead over Walcott. However these two teams will meet tonight in a four point match which will settle the title unless the score should turn out to be 5-5 in Walcott's favor. In case of such an occurrence the tie for the league lead would probably be rolled off in an extra match Thursday evening.

Dished by a Dilemma?

...light an Old Gold

If you can't

EAT AT HOME

The next best place is

LYDIA LEE

130 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge, Mass., 02138

Oxidized the Accumulator Laboratory

SOPR Neurology Comment

We happened to be reading a story a short time ago on the subject of superstitions in sports, and afterwards we began to wonder to what extent superstition and signs entered into athletics at Tech. Offhand we couldn't recall any instances, but a few days ago the subject again was brought to our attention by the report that the engineer crew had moose on their shields. Our informant went on to describe how the varsity boat displayed on its bow to its latest a figure of Mephistopheles carrying a threatening spear.

The members of the junior varsity boat prefer to place their good luck token on the stern of their shell. In accord with this preference there sits on the rudder post of the boat an impudent little monkey with a silk hat atop his cranium and with the thumb of one of his hands firmly placed against his nose. We hope the gazelling goes, as the animal is finely hued, gets an opportunity to show his face to a few opponents.

The 150-pounders have suffered to surrender their Mickey Mouse emblem to the first crew that breaks the Tech record for the Homsey distance, set by the lightweight boat two years ago. Thus it appears that good luck signs are well respected at the boathouse. The other least recent instance of the use of good luck signs that we can recall was the policy of the Walcott bowlers in the dorm league this winter to put a silk hat atop each of their score sheets. The efficacy of this practice apparently diminished as the season wore on and a short while ago Walcottia, after dropping several points, discontinued their sign-making.

Means Prize

The 5:15 Commuters Club will hold an informal dance in the Wallace Memorial on Friday, April 12. There will be a novelty charge of not over fifty cents. Both the novelty and the orchestra will be held secret until dance.

Admission is seventy-five cents a couple. Tickets may be obtained at the end of the week in the 5:15 room.
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EAT AT HOME

The next best place is

LYDIA LEE
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include any application of science to aerodynamics, whether in the immediate field of aircraft design and construction, engine, instruments, and accessories, or in the application of physical, chemical, or mathematical science to the art of aeronautics. All candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science who wished by a dilemma. For the Team... Especially Fresh Team

The April issue of the T. E. N. will go on sale tomorrow afternoon in the main lobby. The issue features a story on the future of engineering by Mr. T. Russ Hill, Mr. Hill, vice-president in charge of sales of the Air-Way Electric Appliance Company titles his story, "Thirteen-Years Yesteryear:" Among the other articles are: "Modern Soaring Flight," a study of the aeronautics glider by James E. Ken- drick, '34, a story of the progress in the cosmic ray field by Professor Ralph D. Bennett entitled "A Mys- teries of the Universe," and an editorial, "Why Honorary Fraternities?"

At the University of Holland unique customs govern the conduct of frater- nal organizations, such as to prevent the leader from being a member of the board of directors, for in cases in which the leader has shown himself to be a genius, theh ead shaved off and enter the house by a window—under no circumstances is he allowed to use the door.

AT TRYING TIMES... TRY A Smooth Old Gold